ENENS SAMFÄLLIGHETSFÖRENING, Box 207, 43925 Onsala
www.storaenen.se

Information
Kungsbacka local council own Enen’s beach. Enens Samfällighetsförening (road group) maintains the beach and pays for rubbish
collection. The group members work on the beach one day every spring and summer, and we make sure that the beach is cleaned once
a week during the summer. The road group has an agreement with Enen’s boat club (EBEF) to have access to a toilet in the boat club
building, and we pay for cleaning and material.
The beach toilet is mainly intended for use by the road group members, who pay for maintenance of the beach and toilet as part of
their yearly subscription. Members pay a deposit of 100:- for an electronic key to the toilet, which is refunded when the key is
returned. Boat club members can use their club key to unlock the beach toilet.
People who are not members can obtain a key. Non-members pay the deposit and 100:- per year as a contribution towards
maintenance of the beach and the toilet.
Ring the chairman of the road group committee for more information.

Rules for use of the beach are given on the next page.
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Rules for Enen’s beach
Here are some rules to increase everyone’s enjoyment of our lovely beach:
1. Animals may not be taken onto the sand or into the water. If you take your dog onto the grass you must clean up after it.
2. Do not leave rubbish on the beach. Take your rubbish home with you if the bin is full.
3. The bin is there for people who bathe – NOT as a reserve when your own bin is full!
4. Remember that people live in the houses round the beach, and try to keep the noise level down after 10 pm.
5. If you smoke on the beach please do not smoke near other people, and do not leave your cigarette ends in the sand or on the
grass.
6. No stone throwing when there are people in the area.
7. The same rules apply on the jetty as apply in swimming baths: Walk, don’t run. Don’t push anyone in. Don’t jump in on top of
a swimmer who is already in the water.
Parents – make sure your children understand these rules and observe them!
8. Walk or cycle to the beach. Parking is not allowed on the road beside the beach, and there are very few places at all for parked
cars. The local council send parking attendants here occasionally to check up for wrong parking – don’t risk spoiling your day
with a fine!!
9. The 2 places for handicapped drivers really are meant for handicapped people. Don’t park there unless you have a handicap
permit for your car.

Have a lovely time on the beach!

